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1/2 tone flatbass clef
percussion clef
instrument clef




indicates where to perform an action
and often clarifies in which direction to perform that action
see right example for more details
indicates some kind of percussive (non-pitched) action
indicates where to perform an action 
on the body of the instrument
and often clarifies in which direction to perform that action
see right example for more details
for example:
in this figure, the player bows laterally, instead of in the usual horizontal manner,
approximately from ordinary contact point (between bridge and fingerboard) 
up to the top of the fingerboard (near the scroll)
for example:
in this figure, the player slides the pad of the thumb against the wood body (front) of the instrument,
from the top of the instrument towards the f-hole (close to the bridge) 






















usually includes an instruction above explaining the technique
occasionally paired with a second staff, which further clarifies the technique
diamond notehead
indicates an “artificial” harmonic if lower note is an ordinary notehead
black diamond notehead
place finger on notated pitch, according to notated dynamic
no bowing
dampen notehead
this indicates to dampen specific open strings
triangle notehead
place LH as high as possible on notated string
this notehead will sometimes be seen with other triangle noteheads at different vertical levels,
this means to play random extrememly high pitches with the specific contour notated
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ordinarily I use a dynamic range of ppp - fff
at the beginning and ending of this piece, 
I also use pppp,
which indicates a certain type of playing.
most of the actions notated pppp do not involve ordinary horizontal bowing 
(as will be clarified in the next section of instructions).
the sounds should be extremely quiet and fragile, nearly silent
the particular sounds involved in this section are mainly the sounds
that consequently come from moving around the instrument
(often sounding like very small creaks, pops, clicks and cracks)
be very careful to not pop out of the silence too much
and treat the actions very mechanically, yet delicate
- drop bow from above the instrument (from the air), and leave bow on string
col legno tratto
use the wooden stick of the bow instead of the hair
col legno battuto
strike the string from above 
with the wooden stick of the bow
cancels col legno tratto & col legno battuto
go back to using the hair of the bow
- place bow at notated part of bow and lift, just barely causing friction with the bow so that there’s a small click noise
- press bow into string for notated amount of time, as if performing a scratch tone, but do not pull bow horizontally
- place bow lightly on string, as one does before usually pulling the bow horizontally in traditional playing
- the same as above, yet place the bow, where the winding of the bow is - near the frog, onto the notated string
- bow horizontally, where the winding of the bow is - near the frog, with the notated pitch 
 (necessary to “change” bows extremely often due to the small amount of space)
- place RH finger on string and pull, as one does usually with a pizz., but do not let go as usual, so there is no normal pizz. sound
- turn the bow to use only minimal bow hair
- pizz. right at the bridge instead of near the fingerboard
- normal bow motion
- perform one of the above techniques
(such as drop)
and don’t continue moving the bow 
 in the usual horizontal direction
(for instance, if it’s drop/no horizontal, 
 drop the bow precisely vertically, 
 with no horizontal pull)
- horizontal (normal bow motion), yet only about a centimeter or motion horizontally;
 usually combined with another technique, for instance, drop, 
 where one would drop the bow vertically and then move it just slightly horizontal
- instead of bowing in the usual horizontal manner, bow perpendicularly, 
 moving the bow from the ordinary contact point towards the scroll and vice versa,
 creating a sort of windshield wiper motion, depending on the direction notated
 (note: when performing this technique, whenever possible, dampen the strings with the LH to avoid any pitch /


















. . . . . .
feathered beams indicate to play a ricochet.
drop from above and allow the bow to bounce naturally
place nut of the bow percussively against the fingerboard
LH pizz.
rub wood body of instrument with finger pads in a circle 
so that there’s no break in the sound (as smoothly as possible)
flick the string with the fingernails of all RH fingers,
similar to the rasgueado technique used on guitars,
although the attacks of the fingers should be simultaneous
and not in sequence
special symbols
no strict meter; 
events occur one after another, 
as quickly as possible
dampen sound (usually seen after pizz. or l.v.)"





m.s.p. - molto sul ponticello (at bridge, only slight pitch heard)
 - on top of bridge, if notated with an ordinary notehead, 
 still play on the string on the bridge (pitch only heard occasionally)
  -if notated with an x-notehead, turn bow obliquely to avoid the strings and 
  dampen the strings with the LH to avoid any pitch completely
gradually move from one state to another
s.p. - sul ponticello (almost at bridge, fundamental becomes blurry and high partials are clearly heard)
p.s.p. - poco sul ponticello (just slightly closer to bridge than ordinario - some high partials heard)
ord. pos. - ordinario (cancels out the position previously notated - bow directly between fingerboard and bridge)
p.s.t. - poco sul tasto (bow right above the very edge of the fingerboard)
s.t. - sul tasto (bow fully over the fingerboard)
m.s.t. - molto sul tasto (bow even farther up the fingerboard, 
  creating a very dark sound - almost as far as possible given notated pitch)
e.s.t. - estremo sul tasto (bow as far up the fingerboard as possible - just nearly at the LH fingers)
slight over-pressure (just a little more pressure than usual - the pitch is a little fuzzy with some noise detected)
the following symbols create a spectrum of over-pressure - note that this should be done in the dynamic context notated, 
meaning, “extremely over-pressure” does not necessarily mean ffff
medium over-pressure (enough pressure with RH so that the pitch is mostly obscured and there is quite a bit of noise)
extremely over-pressure (a very large amount of pressure used with the RH - basically no clear pitch detected)
ordinary pressure - cancels out the previously notated over-pressure or flaut.
flautando - slightly lighter bow pressure than usual
molto flautando - extremely light bow pressure, as light as possible, 















one should begin the glissando immediately from the departure note,
to the arrival note, but not especially accenting the arrival or departure points.
additionally, the stems following the first note in the above example 
should not be emphasized as separate rhythms - 
this just indicates a continuous glissando that occurs over a specific duration, 
ending at the note in parentheses
I. is the highest string on the instrument
IV. is the lowest string on the instrument
on the left is the string to play on
on the right is the partial number (with the fundamental being 1st)
ex.: 2nd highest string, touching the 3rd partial
the pitch notated below the circle notation is the sounding pitch of the harmonic
ex.: II. 3rd
the default for this piece is non vibrato (also used to cancel out the following)
molto vib. - intense and very wide movement
poco vib. - just slight vibrato, a little less than one would usually use
4-line staff
certain techniques are notated on a 4-line staff,
indicating certain strings











initiate figure with bow on the string
at the frog and lift up,
creating a somewhat harsh attack,
depending on the 
dynamic and pressure notated
if a harmonic is notated as a “touch-tritone” harmonic,
(see figure to the left)
this indicates a multiphonic;
essentially touch around the tritone 
(sometimes is closer to quarter sharp or quarter flat) 
above an open string;
may have to experiment with the amount of finger pressure
















if this is notated after an action, freeze body in the position of that action until notated with the vertical line
FREEZE LH indicates to only freeze the left hand and to release the right hand (remove bow from strings)
this is mainly to inhibit the performer from “preparing” the next action so that the sound of the action after the FREEZE 
has to occur suddenly without preparation - when not notated, continue or prepare as one usually would
FREEZE
FREEZE LH
touch harmonic, but push slightly more than usual 
(between harmonic finger pressure and ordinary finger pressure);















is to create a L-R panning of the two violin parts)
audience
The microphone setup for this piece consists of eight microphones in total, two for each player: 
 -one condenser microphone over the instrument, but close to it
 -one contact mic attached with adhesive to the tailpiece
  (for all but the cello, the second option would be to attach it to the under side of the chin rest)
The input levels should be quite sensitive, although avoiding feedback.
The goal of the amplitification is to create a highly microscopic sound image.
there should be two speakers, panned L/R as naturally as possible, 
not too far away from the players,
to maintain a sense that all the sound is coming from the players 



























































































































































































































































fast bow; upper half
horizontal


















































































































































































































































































































slide index finger on string
































































































































tap R.H.  thumb



























































































tap R.H.  thumb


































tap R.H.  thumb
against top of instrument
∑ ∑ ∑
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tap R.H.  thumb









































































































































































































































































rub pad of finger 
quickly 
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let it ricochet for as long as possible




. . . .





















let it ricochet for as long as possible
then sustain (horizontal; c.l.t.)
as notated
















































































































































































































































































































































pass figures from player to player
as fast as possible
according to dashed lines
-note: beginning of the dash
indicates whether to start figure
after previous figure ends or




































. . . . . .
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5 :4y 5 :4y
5 7
s.p.
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p.s.p.














































































































































































































































































































































LH slide on fingerboard






















































LH slide on fingerboard




























LH slide on fingerboard
























LH slide on fingerboard



























LH slide on fingerboard










































































on top of instrument
alternate two fingers

















knock knuckle on 
back of instrument








3 :2x 5 :4y 3
/
































tap fingerpads on 



























































































5 :4y 3 :2x
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ord. pos.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(knock RH knuckle 
































































































slide LH slowly up fingerboard on strings 
(and when you reach the end of the fingerboard, slide down)







slide LH slowly up fingerboard on strings 
(and when you reach the end of the fingerboard, slide down)










slide LH slowly up fingerboard on strings 
(and when you reach the end of the fingerboard, slide down)
















































































































































































































































up and down strings
(when the end of the string is reached, 
move the bow in the opposite direction)
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up and down strings
(when the end of the string is reached, 
move the bow in the opposite direction)
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(try to keep bow moving as 






(try to keep bow moving as 






(try to keep 
bow moving as 

















































































































































slide LH slowly up fingerboard on strings 
(and when you reach the 
end of the fingerboard, slide down)
repeat this until the end of the note
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(try to keep bow moving 




















slide LH slowly up fingerboard on strings 
(and when you reach the 
end of the fingerboard, slide down)
























































































































































































































































(extremely slow horizontal bow speed)
.






(extremely slow bow speed)
II. III.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































accents indicate to lift and re-attack string
>












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rub pad of RH index finger on notated string
(w/ maximum pressure - but barely any distance)












rub pad of RH index finger on notated string
(w/ maximum pressure - but barely any distance)






7 7 10 7
rub pad of RH index finger on notated string
(w/ maximum pressure - but barely any distance)





10 10 10 10
rub pad of RH index finger on notated string
(w/ maximum pressure - but barely any distance)
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Vc.
slide LH palm on all strings
only light pressure on strings
as if shifting
10










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pizz. (use 2 fingers if necessary)
loco
loco








































































































































































ricochet (until all sound dies)
.
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rub top of instrument













slap fingerboard w/ RH;













slap fingerboard w/ RH;







slap fingerboard w/ RH;








slap fingerboard w/ RH;
then slide on strings
slap fingerboard w/ RH;
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knock bottom of 




























































































































































































































































































































































































slide RH fingerpads 















































































































































no RH; no bow
shift up quickly
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